Abstract -Intelligent autonomous mobile robots must be able to sense and recognize 3D environment for navigation and task execution, where they live or work. To achieve this, a variety of techniques have been developed for the determination of the 3D scene geometric information such as stereo vision, laser structured light, laser range finder and so on. But these methods have many limitations such as susceptibility to noise, low speed in 3D scene etc. To overcome these limitations we introduce a new sensing algorithm, which is based on the moire technique and stereo vision. To verify the efficiency and accuracy of our algorithm, a series of experimental tests is performed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays a major research issue of mobile robots is the development of environment sensing and recognition system for navigation and task execution. A variety of machine vision techniques [1] [2] [3] [4] have been conducted for the determination of 3D scene geometric information from 2D images. Although binocular and trinocular vision [13] sensors among them have been widely used as representative ones of passive sensor system, they still suffer from sudden changes of image intensity due to the illumination noise, insufficient feature information on environment composed of plain surfaces and correspondence problem between multiple images. These reasons have made most mobile robot researches on 3D environment reconstruction using visual sensors deal with just straight line edge and corner as interesting features [2, 3, 5, 6] . However, these features are saliently observed only in well arranged, structured environments with simple polygonal objects or polygon-textured surfaces. This information may be not sufficient to describe the whole structure of 3D space [7] .
In many approaches for mobile robot applications, laser sensor has been frequently used for detail sensing because of the robustness to the nature of the navigation environment and the easy extraction of feature information of interest [9, 10] . The LRF (laser range finder) measuring the time-of-flight between the sensor and object [11, 12] is one example of such laser sensor. The disadvantage is that it maintains the same resolution even at a short distance and need still high cost with high power consumption, scanning process and heavy weight. To decrease the sensing time without degradation of the sensor resolution, it is necessary to develop a new visual sensor system different from the sensors mentioned above.
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Koyung Technology Co. Ltd. Seoul, South Korea mykimglca.kaist.ac.kr To achieve this purpose effectively, we introduce a new sensing algorithm based on the moire technique. [14] The technique is well known for its quick, fast and accurate 3D measurement. It is based on active vision sensor system, so the measurement is robust to illumination noises and consequently can acquire the accurate result. In addition to this sensing characteristic, the sensing time is very short. Due to this advantage, these days, it has been used for many applications to measure the 3D shape. These favorable characteristics make it possible to adopt the moire technique as a mobile robot sensing system. But there is one limitation: The general moire technique cannot measure the absolute 3D information because of 2c-ambiguity. To overcome this limitation we apply a binocular camera system to the original moire technique. It is shown that by combining these two techniques we can obtain the absolute value of the 3D scene geometric information with satisfactory accuracy. Fig. 1 shows the principle of the projection moire technique. Here, to make a problem simple, we assume that the light wave projected to the object is a plane wave with oblique angle 01. The target of this method is to find the depth value z of point P2 on an object surface. If we can measure the distance value u(xr), the depth of P2 can be estimated by using the geometry of the system. The distance value u(xr) can be estimated from modulation function, iV(xr), in (3) . The The projection pattern which looks like a cone shape is projected to the object by using a lens system and the camera has a perspective projection characteristic. If we choose one arbitrary line, Yr, in reference frame, along the white line in the figure the Yr-axis direction fringe pattern is defined. Here, to adopt the moire technique, we select one surface and yr line in the reference plane, inclusive of the white line. Then, we can obtain the geometric relationship between the camera and light source as shown in Fig. 2 
(b).
The projection moire technique has a good measurement resolution, but it has a complex hardware system as shown in Fig. 2 . Here, the pitch of the gratings of projection moire technique is fixed. [16, 17] To overcome this inconvenience Phase Modulate Profilometer(PMP) method is generally used as shown in Fig.  3 . In this system, as turning on and off the laser diode periodically and changing the angular velocity of polygon mirror, we can get a variety of different patterns, which then can be used for various environments. Photo diode is to detect the on and off the laser diode for controlling the on and off time. For example, as shown in Fig. 4 the lowest intensity value is measured at a given pixel in the camera. In this case, points A, B, C, D, El... in Fig. 4 The Cl indicates the characteristic of the positive disparity, and the C2 means that each correspondence point must be in order. The C3 deals with the occlusion.
C. The Proposed SensingAlgorithm
The schematic diagram of the hardware system which we have discussed in section III.A is shown in more detail in Fig.  6(a) . The world coordinate is located at the center of the left camera and the center point of pattern projector is located at P1. As shown in the figure, the reference fringe pattern is generated by the pattern projector. If an object is located in front of the reference plane, the slightly changed fringe pattern images in the left and right image can be acquired as shown in Fig. 6(a) Fig. 6(a) Fig. 6(a) .
The second step is based on stereo vision to find the depth value by searching the point corresponding to a given point in the right image. We project these points into the image plane of left camera. Fig. 6(b) shows this process briefly. We projects the candidates points A, B, C, D,---to the image plane of left camera. Then we can get the corresponding projected points a, 3, y. In the case of point D, the projected point is out of the image plane of left camera, so the point D is discarded. The left camera projection matrix is used for this process, whose equation can be written as: [18] sL 97 M (7)
{ YL] ML~( 7 where s is scale factor, X, Y and Z are the coordinates of the candidate points, (A, B, C, D RI is the right side edge pixel of the fringe, so is the correspondence point. In Fig. 6(b) the point a has the same intensity value as that of the given point RI and is also located in the same side edge pixel of the fringe as RI. On the contrary, the other two points P and y have different intensity values from that of the given point RI and are not located in the same side edge pixel of the fringe as RI. According to this result, we know that pixel R1 in the right image and a in the left image are corresponding to each other. By using the Xicoordinate of pixels R1 and a in the image coordinate, we can estimate the depth value of point A from (4).
IV. EXPERIMENTS FOR ENVIRONMENT SENSING A. Hardware Setupfor Experiments
The experimental system consists of a laser pattern projector and two cameras as shown in Fig. 7 . We put the world coordinates at the optical center of left camera and the optical axis of the right camera parallel to the left camera. The distance between two cameras, Xrc, is 13mm. The distance between two cameras is decided by experiments.
The reference plane is located, Zr, at 550mm in front of the sensor system as shown in Fig. 7(b) where a is kf, P is If, k and L are the horizontal and vertical scale parameters of the CCD unit, respectively, f is focal length of the camera, 0 is the skew angle of the CCD cell and u0 and v0 are the Xi-and Yi-coordinates of the center point of the image plane, respectively. [ 18] B. Experiments on objects with various shapes To evaluate the performance of the sensor system, it is necessary to examine a simple object first. For this purpose, a flat plane is placed in front of the sensor system, and a laser fringe pattern is projected on it. With variation of the distance from the sensor to this plane, d, the measurement tests were performed, and the experimental results are summarized in Fig. 8 . The results represent the accuracy of the sensor system and its error characteristics according to the variations of the distance. The error standard deviation tends to increase with the object distance. It is related to the stereo vision principle.
If the measurement distance becomes large, the disparity value becomes small and then the measurement error becomes large. Fig.  9 (a), we put a simple box in front of the reference plane. The box size is 80X210X50mm. As we can see in Fig. 9 (c) and (d), the result is almost identical between the moire method and proposed algorithm because the thickness value of the object 1 is less than that of the 22-ambiguity. However, the 22t-ambiguity phenomena can be seen in Fig. 10 (c) from the result of typical moire method. Next, we put the box, where its dimension is 222X400X80mm, 60mm in front of the reference plane, so the distance between the reference plane and the front surface of the object 2 becomes 140mm. In Fig. 10(c) , the measurement value, 38mm, is different from the real value. However, the results in a value closer as shown in Fig. 10(d) imply that the proposed algorithm can overcome the 2nt-ambiguity. Likewise, the experimental results shown in Fig. 11(c) and (d) also support that that our proposed one doesn't suffer from the 2nt-ambiguity. The width of the fringe pattern is one of the important factors for sensor resolution in X-axis. Now, we try to check the effect of the width of fringe pattern by comparing the real value of the objects and measured one. For experiments, we fix the distance between two cameras, 13mm, and varied the fringe pattern width from 40mm to 130mm. In Table 2 , the measured values of the objects seen to vary according to the width of the fringe pattern. It is related to the measurement resolution in X-direction. When the fringe pattern with small fringe width is projected, the measurement width of the object is similar to that of the real objects. However, in the case of large fringe width, the error value of the measurement width becomes large. This result is based on the sampling problem along X-axis. A major research issue associated with mobile service robots is the creation of autonomous environment sensing and recognition system for navigation and task execution that is robust and efficient. In this work, we proposed a new sensing algorithm based on the moire technique and stereo vision for acquiring more reliable range information and removing the 2n-ambiguity.
To see how the proposed algorithms can be applied to applications, we have done a series of experiments under various environmental conditions. The performed experiments show the feasibility of successful perception of the mobile robot with the proposed sensor algorithm on several environments.
